
ALSIDENT® SYSTEMS
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR THE INSTALLER

An Alsident® System is very simple to install as there are only (3) main pieces for a ceiling mount system or an
Overhead Service Carrier installation. There are (4) main pieces for a wall or table system installation. There is
no assembly required on any Alsident® ceiling columns unlike other snorkel manufacturers. All ceiling columns
are delivered as one piece. The table and wall brackets for the Systems 50, 63 & 75 are also (1) piece. The “U”
Profile bracket for the table System 100 is (1) piece and the System 100 wall bracket is (2) piece. All columns
and brackets are ready for installation when delivered.

As most mounting devices require different installations, depending on the existing support available, no bolts
are supplied for the mounting devises. You will need a wrench for the bolts you choose to install the mounting
device with, and a Phillips head screw driver. That should be all the tools you need to install any Alsident®
System, except possibly a ladder for the ceiling installation Systems. Once the mounting devise support has
been determined the actual installation should take 10 minutes or less to complete.

For Wall installations verify the type wall to ensure you can secure the bracket directly into the building
structure. Bolting through only drywall will not be sufficient support. The brackets must be attached to the wood
or metal studs or concrete walls of the building structure.

In ceiling installations it is not unusual for the actual building structure to be far above the suspended ceiling. In
this case if even a 40+” column is not long enough to reach down though the suspended ceiling it is common
to attached a “Uni-Strut” frame to the structure and run it down to your desired level to support the ceiling
column. When doing this you can use a shorter, less expensive, column because you control the column
height with the framing.

Please refer to the Working Area Charts in the catalog to determine the mounting device height for each
individual System in accordance with the desired working area requirements and positions.

A standard Ceiling installation consists of a Ceiling Column, an Extraction Arm, and a Hood accessory. There
is an optional Ceiling Escutcheon that will cover the hole made in the ceiling tile, but it is strictly an aesthetic
item and is not necessarily required for installation.

A standard Wall and Table installation consists of a Bracket, an Extraction Arm, a Swivel Mounting Adaptor
and a Hood accessory.

A typical OSC installation consists of an Extraction Arm, a Swivel Mounting Adaptor and a Hood accessory.
Although, when a Designer specifies a Ceiling Column mounted through the OSC rather than installing a
System directly to the OSC, a Swivel Mounting Adaptor would not be required for the installation and a Ceiling
Column would be. Please refer to the specifications for the desired installation design of your project.

It is very important to install the Mounting Swivel Adaptor on all wall, table and OSC installations and never
attach an Extraction Arm directly to the duct work in any cases. The Swivel Mounting Adaptor is installed in
between the Arm and the duct work to allow with Arm to swivel in horizontal directions. If an Arm is connected
directly to the duct work without the Swivel Mounting Adaptor the duct work will turn also when the Arm is
swiveled to a different horizontal position and this will cause the development of an improper seal with the
HVAC system. The Swivel mechanism is an integral piece built in on all ceiling installations.



Once you have the mounting device secured it is time to install the Extraction Arm, grab your screw driver. The
wall and table Arms all have flat flanges to attach to their prospective brackets. The ceiling Arms have a square
cube with a notch that inserts into the bottom of the prospective bracket. Line up the notch with the seam of the
bracket. The screws to attach the Arms to the mounting devices are supplied with all Arms.

Below are recommendations to ensure you are confident it is properly installed and ready for use.

The Extraction Arm should arrive in the original folded, compact position. To ensure proper installation stand in
front of the mounting device with the Arm. The thumbscrew should be on the right hand side of the first joint of
the arm out of the mounting device, the Arm tube section that will extend towards you should be on the left
hand side of the mounting device when extending in the proper direction. Attach the Arm to the mounting
device. Loosen the top thumbscrew and the joint should extend easily without applied force. Once you have
extended the first joint to the desired position simply re-tighten the thumbscrew. If the extending Arm section is
not on the left hand side of the mounting device the first joint and the internal joint spring will be compromised
and may not hold the desired position for the end user.

Most Systems in today's applications have three joint Arms. The second and third joints are also positioned to
the desired area by loosening and re-tightening the thumbscrews on these joints. These joints should position
easily without applied force also. It is important you inform the end user that the joint thumbscrews must be
properly loosened and re-tightened when re-positioning an Arm and to keep their Arm extending in the proper
direction to maintain the original integrity of the System.

Let your end user know all Systems have a horizontal swivel mechanism. If there is one main working area the
System will serve it is common practice to set the position of the Arm for the desired area then turn it left or
right horizontally out of the way when not in use. When the end user is ready to use the System again they can
simply turn it back around over to the work area. All Systems should easily swivel horizontally within the Swivel
Device without applied force.

All Alsident® Systems have an internal damper. The last, bottom Arm joint directly above the hood accessory
holds the internal damper. Again, when standing in front of the extended System, the lever for the damper
should be on the right hand side of this joint when extended in the proper direction.

Now the hood: All 8” diameter hoods and suction pens are supplied with the pipe stub as an integral part of the
accessory, the pipe stub is shipped as a separate item on all larger hoods. The hood accessories can easily be
installed by simply loosening the small thumbscrew on the top of the damper joint, insert the hood accessory
into the joint and re-tighten the small thumbscrew into the slot of the hood accessory. You are finished!

The above basics apply to all installations. Should you experience difficulty with any of the above steps please
contact us (below) for immediate further assistance. The Alsident® System should perform with utmost of ease
while creating a cleaner, healthier environment for your customer.

At Canadian Scientific, your work place safety is our # 1 priority.
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